Science
Exampro’s Mark Entry and Reporting
Technology (MERiT) is designed to work
with existing AQA papers to give you
comprehensive feedback about your
students’ performance in the mock exams
so you can help them to maximise their
progress and reach their full potential.
• Compare your students’ marks with
the population
• Gain in-depth analysis of individual
and whole class performance
• Share with students, colleagues
and parents
• Identify your students’ strengths
and weaknesses
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• Target interventions effectively

MERiT timeline

Our timeline will help you to decide when
to use each test. The more students that
take the tests in the same window, the
more valid and reliable the comparisons
become. In the 2017/18 academic
year, more than 400,000 students’
marks were entered for Science, giving
unprecedented insights into attainment.

Population comparison

Further guidance

Schools may use the AQA papers in any
way they choose but should be aware of
the impact on the validity and reliability of
MERiT reporting if it is used outside of
the timeline.
Papers can be downloaded from the
e-AQA website or AQA public website.

Data will be generated when sufficient marks have been entered and schools will
be notified as soon as this is released. Please note there are no grade boundaries
or predictions.

Early mark entry
Best time for taking paper(s) and entering marks
Mark entry still open; reports may be less valid
Mark entry closed; student data can be updated
MERiT closed for maintenance

FREE access for Exampro subscribers* or just £50
Find out more at exampro.co.uk/merit
*GCSE Science Package or Secondary Science Package

FREE!

